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08-13 Cadillac CTS C4v Vents

Installation Quick Tips 
Pop your hood. To remove the vents, if you 
look inside your fenders you will see a hole. You 
can place your hand inside there to feel the vent. Grab a blow dryer or heat gun, to heat up the 
double sided tape used by GM and with your hand inside the fender push the vent out. Do not 
worry about breaking the clips off. They always break. 

Now the fun can begin. Clean the area of any dirt where the old vent was. Take your new C4v 
Vents. Peel the double sided tape off, and start aligning. It helps to install them in angle to fit the 
LED part. So in a upward / downward motion. Once installed hold for a few seconds so the tape 
does its work. If you have your blow dryer or heat gun, feel free to blow some warm air on it. Tape 
works even better. 

Now start running the wire thru the body of the fender inside the engine bay. You are going all the 
way to your headlight plug. Once wire is ran. You will need to loosing your bumper. Remove all 
clips on top and the side clips and the two 10MM bolts holding your bumper up. Once all removed 
simply pull and let hang your bumper. This is just to have enough space to get to the headlight 
plugs. Unplug your headlights. And tap into these wires in the image on the next page. 

Once all wires are tapped. Test the lights, Make sure parking lights turn on do there animation, 
and than test the blinkers by pressing your hazard button. Now that all works. Tape up your 

Tools Needed 
• Blow dryer / Heat gun

• Electrical Tape

• Zip Ties

• 10MM Socket

• Clip Puller or Flat head
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